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standard deviations is as wide as -0.9 to 13.1% pa. Note that this window represents perhaps half of 
a member’s decumulation phase.  
 
This risk relative to any expected or normalised real return does not disappear just because the 
smoothing exercise is collective. This fundamental point has been made by consulting actuaries 
though it has not always been heeded. So where is it being hidden?  
 
As is well understood by the consulting actuaries involved in advising Royal Mail and generally 
promoting CDC, as long as there is no capital buffer the long-window risk needs another form of 
buffer. In the Dutch and Royal Mail approach, the alternative buffer is the inflation uplift. But this 
depends entirely on framing the problem for the individual member in such a way that there is a 
difference in impact, be it economic consequences or just emotional (such as disappointment, 
regret, a sense of unfairness), arising from declines in real spending power that are allowed to 
cumulate over several years in which nominal incomes are maintained.  
 
Our understanding is that Royal mail and its unions, rather than its advisers, are the people who 
have chosen to frame the problem in this way. We cannot comment on whether that is because it is 
convenient for providing a home for the risk that capital buffers cannot provide or whether it is a 
genuine misunderstanding of their member’s true utility. This ought to be obvious given that for 
many employees the level of their pension, together with the state pension, will be quite close to 
core non-discretionary spending and so the capacity to absorb erosion of real income is quite 
limited.  
 

3. Communication of inflation risk 
 
We note that the DWP is aware of the communication challenges in general: 
 
While legislation will need to be clear that there is no obligation on employers to meet shortfalls in 
funding, the way CDC schemes work will pose a significant member communication challenge. We 
recognise that this approach is a new concept in UK pensions and it may take time for members to 
become accustomed to. In particular, the possibility of a decrease in a pension in payment will be very 
different to current experience, notwithstanding the shift of some members towards drawdown as a way 
of delivering an income in retirement. 
 
We nonetheless deduce from this wording and from the absence of any explicit references to it that 
the DWP is not sensitive to the risk of erosion of real pensions in payment that are being maintained 
in nominal terms. It is not therefore enough to address the likelihood or scale of possible cuts in 
nominal income (as has been modelled for Royal Mail) over short periods without addressing the 
hitherto hidden risk of cumulative erosion.   
 
In terms of competitive effects, the main impact of CDC schemes concealing where the capital-
market risk has been moved to is that the projected income will tend always to appear higher than 
that from an individual plan where it would not be acceptable to risk drawing at a rate that has only 
a 50% chance of being sustained in real terms. This is not a level playing field. It is an illusion created 
by concealing the inherent capital-market risk.  
 
It is possible to quantify the risk of erosion if nominal incomes in retirement but we have yet to see 
it as an output of modelling in the public domain, or indeed in the modelling for Royal Mail.   
 
 


